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generated through Agrobacterium-mediated transformation contain lower transgene copy numbers and simpler integration
patterns (8). In species such as rice, maize, and barley (4–6),
however, there is not much difference in transgene copy number
andyor the degree of rearrangement of the transforming plasmid
as a result of the method used to engineer these plants.
T-DNA-mediated transformation results in integration of the
introduced genes at one or more independent loci (7). This
feature has not been studied extensively in plants generated
through direct DNA transfer. The limited information available
is based mostly on segregation analysis at the phenotype level;
however, this is not reliable as introduced genes can undergo
silencing (9).
We analyzed transgenic plants from 16 lines representing six
popular rice cultivars. Particle bombardment was used for plant
transformation. Our aim was to characterize these lines for the
copy numbers of transgenes and the number of independently
segregating loci and more importantly to elaborate the organization of transgenes at the transgenic locus to understand the
underlying integration mechanism.
Two cointegrate constructs, pWRG 2426 and pWRG 4517
(Fig. 1 A and B) were used for transformation. Our results
indicate that multiple integration events occurred as a cluster
giving rise to a single transgenic locus in all the lines we analyzed.
Multiple copies of transgenes were separated by plant genomic
DNA. Our data suggest a possible two-phase mechanism for
integration of transgenes. We propose a sequence of events
resulting in stable integration of transgenes in transformed plants.
Our findings that bombardment-mediated transformation
rarely, if ever, gives rise to independently segregating multiple
transgenic loci has important implications on map-based selection programs for crop improvement. Finally, data presented here
suggest that the importance of Agrobacterium vir genes is system
specific, with no particular advantage over direct DNA transfer
methods in the process of DNA integration.

ABSTRACT
Organization of transgenes in rice transformed through direct DNA transfer strongly suggests a twophase integration mechanism. In the ‘‘preintegration’’ phase,
transforming plasmid molecules (either intact or partial) are
spliced together. This gives rise to rearranged transgenic sequences, which upon integration do not contain any interspersed
plant genomic sequences. Subsequently, integration of transgenic DNA into the host genome is initiated. Our experiments
suggest that the original site of integration acts as a hot spot,
facilitating subsequent integration of successive transgenic molecules at the same locus. The resulting transgenic locus may have
plant DNA separating the transgenic sequences. Our data indicate that transformation through direct DNA transfer, specifically particle bombardment, generally results in a single transgenic locus as a result of this two-phase integration mechanism.
Transgenic plants generated through such processes may, therefore, be more amenable to breeding programs as the single
transgenic locus will be easier to characterize genetically. Results
from direct DNA transfer experiments suggest that in the
absence of protein factors involved in exogenous DNA transfer
through Agrobacterium, the qualitative andyor quantitative efficiency of transformation events is not compromised. Our results
cast doubt on the role of Agrobacterium vir genes in the integration process.
Efficient genetic manipulation of major crops, including cereals,
has been made possible by transfer of foreign DNA into the host
genome through direct DNA transfer procedures such as particle
bombardment (1–3). Recently, Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of rice (4), maize (5), and barley (6) has been reported.
Much research has been undertaken to understand the mechanism of Agrobacterium-mediated transfer and integration of
foreign DNA into plant genome (7). However, little is known
about equivalent mechanisms for foreign DNA integration into
plants generated through bombardment or other direct DNA
transfer methods. Understanding the mechanism of integration
of transgenes through direct DNA transfer is important in
elucidating, at the plant cell level, events that characterize the
process of DNA integration, without the bacterial gene products
involved in Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. This understanding will be crucial to achieve the targeted gene delivery. As
most transgenic plants (certainly all cereals) in field trials and on
the market have been generated through particle bombardment,
it assumes more importance.
Transgenic plants generated either through Agrobacteriummediated transformation or direct DNA transfer share a common
feature, that of transgenic loci frequently consisting of multiple
copies of the transgenes. This varies from species to species, and
in general, it is accepted that transgenic solanaceous plants

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Gene Constructs. Construction of plasmids WRG 2426 and
WRG 4517 and their features are described elsewhere (10).
Transgenic Material. Rice varieties used were: Bengal, Cypress, Lido, IR72, Koshihikari, and Gulfmont. The transformation process is described elsewhere (11). Variety Gulfmont was
transformed with plasmid pWRG 4517, and all other varieties
were transformed with pWRG 2426.
DNA Isolation and Southern Hybridization. Leaf DNA was
isolated by using the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
DNA extraction method (12). DNA (5 mg) was digested overnight
with the appropriate restriction enzyme(s). It was fractionated on
a 0.8% agarose gel and alkali blotted onto Amersham N1 Hybond
membrane according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Probe
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FIG. 1. (A) Plasmid pWRG 2426 contains hpt as the selectable gene
flanked by two nonselected genes, bar and gusA. All three genes are driven
by CaMV35S promoter. The bar and hpt are transcribed in one direction
and the gusA in the opposite direction. The bar gene has the maize Adh1
59 intron between the promoter and coding sequence, and bar and hpt
have the nosA terminator but gusA has the ssuA terminator. Restriction
enzymes XbaI and SacI separate one gene from the other two as shown
by the horizontal bars. This feature of the construct is particularly useful
in determining the transgene organization after integration into the
genome. By using forward primers for bar (BaF1) and gusA (GusF1) a
5.6-kb fragment is amplified through long PCR. (B) Plasmid pWRG 4517
contains hpt as the selectable gene and bar as the nonselected gene; both
genes have CaMV35S promoter and SoypA terminator and transcribe in
opposite directions. Restriction enzymes SacI and XbaI both separate the
two genes from each other. By using forward primers for bar (BarF1) and
hpt (HptF1) a 2.4-kb fragment is amplified through PCR.

DNA (25 ng) was radiolabeled with a-32P-labeled dCTP (3,000
Ciymmol) through the random primer method (13). Prehybridization and hybridization were carried out at 65°C in the presence
of high salt buffer, pH 6.8 (3 M NaCly0.1 M Pipesy0.02 M
Na2EDTA), Denhardt’s solution, and salmon sperm DNA (100
mgyml of hybridization mix).
Long PCR. DNA isolated through the CTAB method was used
for PCR, which was performed with the Extend long template
PCR kit from Boehringer Mannheim according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
DNA Sequencing. PCR or long PCR products were purified
from the agarose gel by using a kit from Qiagen (Chatsworth,
CA), and the purified products were sequenced with the automated Applied Biosystems sequencing apparatus and reaction kit
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

RESULTS
Multiple Copies of the Transgenes Occur at a Single Locus.
Restriction enzymes that do not cut within the transforming
plasmid (noncutters) were used to digest genomic DNA. Southern blot hybridization was performed by using 32P-labeled coding
regions of the three genes (bar, hpt, and gusA) as probes. All 16
lines we analyzed resulted in a single band when probed with the
coding region of hpt with at least one of the five noncutters used.
Four lines (K496-4, K496-3, B550-9, and G517-3) did not give a
single band when genomic DNA was digested with the noncutter
NheI (Fig. 2A). However, in these four lines a single band was
observed when other noncutting enzymes SfiI (K496-4) and ClaI
(K496-3, B550-9, and G517-3) were used to digest genomic DNA.
Gel electrophoresis at 0.3% agarose concentration was performed to separate fragments within the range of 5–50 kb. This
did not result in more than one band for any of the lines in which
hybridizations were observed at high molecular weight regions
after gel electrophoresis at 0.8% concentration of agarose. The
presence of a single band after digestion with at least one
noncutting restriction enzyme indicates that transgenic sequences
were present at a single locus in all the lines we analyzed. The
presence of sites for noncutters such as NheI (K496-4, K496-3,
B550-9, and G517-3) and BstXI (K496-2 and K495-1) within the
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FIG. 2. (A) Digestion of genomic DNA of 15 transgenic lines with
restriction enzyme NheI and subsequent Southern hybridization with the
hpt coding region as probe results in a single band for 11 lines. As NheI
does not have a restriction site on the construct this indicates integration
of the transgenes at the single locus. The four plant lines K496-3 (lane 3),
K496-4 (lane 4), B550-9 (lane 8), and G517-3 (lane 12) show more than
one band. However, these lines result in a single band with other
restriction enzymes that do not cleave within the construct (see Results)
as exemplified by (B) where genomic DNA of K496-2 was digested with
restriction enzymes ClaI (lane 1), NheI (lane 2), BstXI (lane 3), and SfiI
(lane 4) and probed with the coding region of gusA. Only BstXI results in
two bands.

transgenic locus was an indication of the presence of intervening
genomic sequences between the transgenic sequences (Fig. 2B).
Organization of Transgenes. The two plasmids used for transformation were pWRG 2426 and pWRG 4517 (Fig. 1 A and B).
The simplest case of a transgenic locus generated with plasmid
pWRG 4517 is an intact integration event of a single copy of the
cointegrate unit comprising one copy of each of the two genes
(bar and hpt). The two genes would be visualized as separate
bands after digestion of genomic DNA with XbaI or SacI followed
by Southern hybridization. Digestion of DNA with restriction
enzyme XbaI would result in a band of 1900 bp for hpt. The size
of the band containing the bar gene would be unpredictable,
depending on the nearest XbaI site in the genome. DNA digestion
with SacI would result in a unique band for each gene. We did not
observe such a pattern for any of the transformants engineered
with pWRG 4517. However, we identified three lines (G517-1,
G517-2, and G517-5) with single-copy inserts for bar and hpt.
Southern analysis of the genomic DNA after restriction with XbaI
and SacI allowed us to define the organization of the transgenic
locus in these lines (Fig. 3). The 1900-bp band expected for hpt
after digestion of the genomic DNA with XbaI was obtained only
for G517-5.
A 2.4-kb fragment expected to be amplified by using forward
primers for bar and hpt (Fig. 1B) was not observed in any of the

FIG. 3. Molecular organization of the transgenic locus in five
independent transgenic lines of Gulfmont variety transformed with
pWRG 4517. (A) G517-1, (B) G517-2, (C) G517-5, (D) G517-7, and
(E) G517-3. H, hpt; B, bar; X, XbaI; S, SacI. (See Results for details.)
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three lines. This suggested that the single copy of the bar and hpt
gene present in these three lines was not the result of integration
of an intact unit of pWRG 4517. In G517-2 and G517-5 a PCR
fragment of ca. 3 kb was observed with the forward primers for
the two genes, indicating that the orientation of transgenes was
maintained as in the transforming construct, but an additional
sequence of ca. 500 bp was present between them. Additionally
Southern hybridization analysis for plant lines G517-1, G517-2,
and G517-5 indicated that the XbaI and SacI sites present
between the two (bar and hpt) genes in the original transforming
plasmid were now absent from the transgenic locus in all three.
Evidence for this is provided by the single common band for both
bar and hpt following Southern hybridization between either of
the probes (baryhpt) and genomic DNA digested with restriction
enzymes XbaI or SacI. Methylation of the XbaI andyor SacI site,
which may cause these sites to remain uncut, is unlikely as it would
lead to transgene silencing. Both transgenes, however, were
shown to be expressing the protein product in all three lines. For
G517-1 we obtained a fragment of 1.6 kb with reverse primer for
bar and a forward primer for hpt, indicating that orientation of the
genes was switched so that both were now transcribing in the same
direction. By using similar Southern and PCR analyses, structures
for organization of transgenes in plant lines G517-3 and G517-7
were defined. These lines contained two copies each of the bar
and hpt genes. G517-7 had 2 units of the construct integrated as
direct repeat, whereas in G517-3 the construct was rearranged
and at least three molecules of the transforming plasmid were
involved. These structures indicated that rearrangement of the
exogenous DNA may be involved even in simple integrations of
one to two copies of the transgenes.
The simplest integration event we observed with pWRG 2426
(Fig. 1 A) comprised one intact unit of the three genes, bar, hpt
and gusA (referred to as cointegrate unit from hereon), and one
additional copy of the bar gene. Multicopy insertion events for
pWRG 2426 were analyzed based on different possible combinations in which two molecules of the cointegrate unit could
integrate at the same site (Fig. 4). Southern analysis after
digestion of the genomic DNA with XbaI and SacI would result
in a predictable combination of unique andyor common bands for
the three genes in each of the three possibilities (Fig. 4). The sizes
of the bands in all the cases would be unpredictable. Similarly,

FIG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of integration of two copies of
plasmid pWRG 2426 as direct repeats (A and B) or indirect repeats, with
bar as two adjacent genes (C) or gusA as two adjacent genes (D) and the
corresponding Southern hybridization band pattern after restriction
digest of the genomic DNA with XbaI (X) or SacI (S) probed with bar (B),
hpt (H), or gusA (G). The jagged lines represent intervening vector or
plant DNA. It is assumed that the intervening DNA does not possess sites
for XbaI and SacI. However, the altered band patterns can be predicted
if sites for one or both enzymes are present. Although the sizes of the
bands are arbitrarily represented as they would not be predictable, the
bands of identical size for two or more genes represent the same fragment
as shown by the horizontal lines between X or S for different arrangements. Following similar reasoning band patterns can be predicted for
more than two copies.
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common andyor unique bands for the three genes can be
predicted for a combination of more than two molecules of the
cointegrate unit. Intervening sequences between the two or more
cointegrate units may contain sites for XbaI and SacI. This would
suggest that such sequences are most likely plant genomic sequences. By using these criteria and also knowing that all the
transgenes were clustered at a single locus, we postulated tentative models for the organization of transgenic loci in different
lines. These were subsequently validated by using long PCR with
specific sets of primers that would result in a predictable number
of amplified fragments. Additional validation of the model was
provided by Southern hybridizations following double digestion
of genomic DNA with XbaI and SacI. Band patterns were
predictable for such digests. We observed a relatively simple
organization for some loci but also more complex situations in
other lines. XbaI or SacI digestions of genomic DNA of K496-4
and subsequent probing with the three genes allowed us to
propose a structure for the transgenic locus in this line (Fig. 5A).
The results of the hybridization are shown in Fig. 5 B and C. The
proposed structure would give rise to one band for hpt after
double digestion with XbaI and SacI, if all the XbaI and SacI sites
of the integrated DNA are maintained. The predicted single band
of the correct size (1.2 kb) was observed (Fig. 5D) indicating that
the sites had not been disrupted. The structure was further
validated through long PCR by amplification of all nine predicted
bands by using reverse primers for hpt and gusA. Fig. 5E shows the
bands after Southern hybridization of the long PCR products with
the 32P-labeled gusA probe.
We observed an array of rearrangements of the transforming
plasmid. In lines with multicopy inserts, however, at least one
intact copy of the insert was present in all but one (L551-4) line
transformed with pWRG 2426. This was confirmed by amplification, through long PCR, of the expected 5.6-kb fragment with
forward primers for bar and gusA (Fig. 1 A). The rearrangement
and multimerization of the exogenous DNA resulted in direct and
inverted repeats of the cointegrate unit; integration of the partial
unit was also observed.
Characterization of Intervening Sequences. By using long
PCR, fragments ranging from 1.5 to 8.8 kb were amplified with
reverse (39) primers in hpt and gusA from eight transformants of
pWRG 2426. As these primers run opposite to each other, the
amplified fragments are most likely to result from two molecules
of the cointegrate unit integrated close to one another. Such
fragments would therefore contain the ‘‘linker’’ DNA toward
their center. In all eight lines, a number of sets of nested primers
were used to move toward the center of the fragments by
obtaining smaller fragments of predictable sizes. The uncharacterized portions of the original fragments were then sequenced by
using the last set of primers that amplified a fragment of
predictable size. In seven of the eight lines the linker was part of
the plasmid, but in one line a 136-bp sequence was not a part of
the plasmid. A nucleic acid sequence database search (BLAST,
FASTA, and TAGS) with this sequence did not show similarity to
any known sequences.
Determination of Copy Number of Transgenes. Elucidating the
structure of the transgenic locus gave the correct number for the
copies of different integrated transgenes. Southern analysis performed after digestion of genomic DNA with restriction enzyme(s), which have a unique site in the plasmid, did not always
give the correct transgene copy number. This was because of the
integration of multiple copies of the transgenes as direct or
inverted repeats. Table 1 shows (i) the number of bands for
different transgenes, in different lines, by Southern analysis of the
genomic DNA after restriction with enzymes XbaI and SacI and
the number of bands hybridizing to the specific probe suggesting
the number of copies for that gene; (ii) the number of copies as
determined by the organization of transgenes at the transgenic
locus. In 4 of 11 multicopy lines (C549-1, I533-3, L551-8, and
L551-10), there was agreement in the number of transgene copies
estimated through XbaI and SacI digest and through organization
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FIG. 5. (A) Molecular organization of the
transgenes at a single locus in line K496-4. This
represents one of the
most complex cases. The
locus has three units of
the cointegrate plasmid
integrated in tandem
and one in an inverted
configuration; in addition one gusA and twobar genes are present.
Arrows under gusA and
hpt indicate direction of
transcription and therefore the direction in
which the reverse primers for the two genes extend over the template
in PCR. Numbers 1–12
delimit the regions of intervening sequences. X,
XbaI; S, SacI; B, bar; G,
gusA; H, hpt. (B) and
(C) Southern hybridization results for K496-4
DNA digested with XbaI
and SacI, respectively.
Lanes 1–3, genomic
DNA probed with coding regions of bar, gusA, and hpt, respectively. (D) Double digestion ofgenomic DNA of K496-4 with XbaI and SacI. All four
copies of the hpt comigrate at the expected size of 1.2 kb. Lane 1, DNA size marker l phage DNA digested with HindIII. Lane 2, genomic DNA
probed with hpt coding region. (E) Southern hybridization of long PCR products obtained with reverse primers for hpt and gusA. Lane 1, DNA
size marker l phage DNA digested with HindIII. Lane 2, long PCR products probed with gusA coding region. The two dark bands represent two
bands each. Numbers indicated on the side of B and C represent size marker in kb. These numbers apply for the size marker shown in lane 1 of
D and E also.

model. In five lines only one enzyme XbaI or SacI digest gave the
correct number. In two lines (K496-3 and B550-9) neither restriction enzyme indicated the correct number. We obtained
transgenic plants with low (1–3), intermediate (4–6), and high
(7–10 or more) copy numbers of integrated genes. The total
number of integrated genes was generally high (Table 1), but this
result was a reflection of the cointegrate construct used. For
individual genes more than 70% of the lines were in the low copy
number category, with 1–3 copies of the transgenes integrated.

DISCUSSION
The two most popular methods for foreign DNA insertion into
plants are Agrobacterium-mediated transformation (16–19) or
direct gene transfer through bombardment (20, 21). Genetic
engineering of cereals has been facilitated by using bombardment
methodologies. Even though Agrobacterium has been successfully
used to introduce foreign genes into rice (4) maize (5) and barley
Table 1.

Determination of copy number of transgenes for transformants of pWRG 2426
Copy number
estimation with XbaI

Plant line
K495-1
K496-2
K496-3
K496-4
C549-1
I533-1
I533-3
B550-9
L551-4
L551-8
L551-10

(6) bombardment remains the method of choice for the introgression of foreign genes into important crops (2). The complexities of numerous steps involved in Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation (binding of the bacteria to the plant cell, induction
of the vir genes, transfer of the T-DNA to the plant cell, the
subsequent nuclear targeting of the T-DNA as a single-stranded
moiety, and finally integration) have been highlighted by differences in susceptibility of different ecotypes of Arabidopsis to
agroinfection (22). This observation argues in favor of simpler,
ecotype-independent direct DNA transfer methods.
The mechanism of integration of exogenous DNA into the host
genome is poorly understood. Elucidating the organization of
transgenic loci has been the main approach to understanding
events that determine the mechanism of integration. Such studies
have been limited to transgenic plants generated through
Agrobacterium (23–25). In one study, however, 112 transformed
maize callus clones obtained through particle bombardment were

Copy number
estimation with SacI

Copy number
determination using
transgene organization

Total number
of transgenes*

bar

hpt

gus

bar

hpt

gus

bar

hpt

gus

bar 1 hpt 1 gus

3
1
2
4
2
3
3
5
2
2
3

3
2
5
4
1
3
2
4
3
2
4

3
2
4
4
1
3
3
4
2
2
3

3
2
5
5
2
3
3
5
2
2
3

3
3
5
4
1
2
2
3
2
2
4

4
3
6
5
1
3
3
3
2
2
3

3
2
4
5
2
3
3
6
2
2
3

3
3
5
4
1
3
2
4
3
2
4

4
3
6
5
1
3
3
4
2
2
3

10
8
15
14
4
9
8
14
7
6
10

*Based on transgene organization.
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analyzed for rearrangements of the plasmid (26). We characterized transgenic loci in 16 transgenic rice plant lines generated
through particle bombardment. Our results shed light on some of
the events that may be involved in integration of exogenous DNA
into the plant genome. We present evidence to support our model
in which a two-phase integration mechanism appears to operate.
This appears to be mediated by the establishment of temporary
‘‘hot spots’’ for integration of foreign DNA.
Multicopy integration events at the same locus have been
reported for transformants generated through both Agrobacterium-mediated transformation (27–29) and particle bombardment-mediated transformation (30, 31). In Agrobacteriummediated transformation transgenic multimers are believed to
form within the plant cell as no multimerization was seen in
vir-induced Agrobacteria (32). In bombardment-mediated transformation, plasmid isolation protocols preclude the inclusion of
linear multimers in the DNA used to coat metal particles.
Therefore, multimeric transgenes seen in plants generated
through bombardment support the notion of the plant cell itself
being the site for multimerization.
In Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, two alternative
mechanisms have been suggested for the formation of multimeric
units; these involve replication or ligation (29). De Neve et al. (25)
favor the ligation model, and they demonstrated that T-DNA
molecules from two different strains of Agrobacterium carrying
two different marker genes (kanamycin and hygromycin resistances) integrate as direct or inverted repeats in the same locus.
Our results also support a ligation model for multimerization of
the transgenes. Determination of transgene organization in
K496-4 (Fig. 5) revealed a complex integration pattern comprising not only direct or inverted repeats of the three-gene cointegrate unit but also parts of this transforming plasmid in the same
locus. A replication model would give rise only to direct repeats,
although invoking the model may account for the presence of
parts of the insert. The change in orientation of the two transgenes was detected for line G517-1 (see Results). This implies a
rearrangement and ligation reaction between the transgenes,
most probably involving two different molecules of the transforming construct. Cotransformation experiments involving
bombardment of two different plasmids also support a ligation
model as transgenes on two plasmids are seen to integrate in the
same locus (33).
Exogenous DNA transferred through bombardment does not
involve any proteins or enzymes attached to it unlike T-DNA,
which has the VIRD2 protein attached to the 59 right border end
of the complex (34, 35). VIRD2 has been shown to have
ligase-like activity (36). Ligation of T-DNA molecules into multimers may therefore be favored because of the presence of the
VIRD2 protein. This is supported by higher frequencies of
tandem and inverted repeat configuration in the vicinity of the
right border of the T-DNA (37). However, after transfer of
foreign DNA through bombardment, similar extrachromosomal
ligations leading to direct and inverted repeats of the transforming construct have been observed in the absence of VIRD2 in a
number of lines we analyzed. This suggests that ligation is
mediated by plant enzymes alone.
Multimerization by ligation may occur either before or during
integration. De Neve et al. (25) suggest that T-DNA repeats are
formed by extrachromosomal ligation before integration. Our
results suggest that ligation may be operating in a two-phase
mechanism. In the preintegration phase, ligation occurs between
molecules of the transforming plasmid extrachromosomally, resulting in rearranged transgenic sequences. In the second phase,
such rearranged sequences integrate at the same locus through a
second round of ligations. We envisage the following sequence of
events underlying the process of integration of foreign DNA into
the host genome through bombardment.
Penetration of cells with DNA-coated metal particles elicits a
wound response. Hunold et al. (38) showed that penetration was
accompanied by callose formation in the wound area. Induction
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of wound response is known to activate the enzymatic machinery
for host DNA repairyforeign DNA degradation. Wound induction was also shown to be necessary for Agrobacterium-mediated
T-DNA transfer (39). Thus, the combined action of DNA repair
and degradation enzymes on the introduced DNA gives rise to
rearranged transgenic sequences. These may not be limited to
complete multimers of tandem direct or inverted repeats but may
include incomplete parts of the insert. A detail characterization
of the transgenic locus in rice transformed through the calcium
phosphate method revealed rearrangement of the plasmid spanning 10 and 29 kb in two transgenic lines (40). Register et al. (26)
found that certain sequences were more frequently rearranged
than others. The preintegration phase is thus dominated by
extrachromosomal rearrangements and ligations. For Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, extrachromosomal rearrangement through homologous recombination was reported (41).
Such extrachromosomal recombination occurs within 30 min of
entry of the plasmid molecules into the plant cell (42). Fragmentation and reassembly of DNA occurs in vitro, and it was shown
that identity between four bases was sufficient to bring about
reassembly between DNA fragments through recombination.
Even two bases of uninterrupted identity could result in a
crossover with sufficient homology in the flanking sequence (43).
In its second phase, our model postulates initiation of integration of the scrambled andyor intact transgenic sequences in
competent cells at specific target sites. Competence of the cells
and target sites is most likely dependent on the functional and
developmental stage of the cell. It was shown for Agrobacteriummediated transformation of Arabidopsis that transgenes integrated in transcriptionally active regions of the genome (44–46).
However, transformation efficiency with particle bombardment
was seen to be higher in M and G2 phases of the cell cycle (47).
A higher efficiency of transformation during the M phase in
comparison with the S phase implies that a relaxed conformation
of the chromatin may not be required for foreign DNA integration. On the basis of increased frequency of recombination in
plants subjected to double-stranded break-inducing agents such
as x-rays, methyl methanesulfonate, and mitomycin C (48–50), it
was speculated that induction of recombination may be a general
stress response and may serve as one line of DNA repair pathway
(51). Double-stranded break points in the genome may serve as
integration sites through the mechanism of illegitimate recombination based on microhomology as suggested for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation (23, 24). This idea is again supported by in vitro recombination experiments (43). It appears that
once the process of integration is initiated at a specific site, this
site is even more receptive to further integration events, becoming a temporary hot spot for integration. Multicopies of transgenes at such a locus are the result of secondary ligations,
separated spatially if not temporally from the primary ligations,
which give rise to rearranged transgenic sequences before integration. The secondary ligations result in plant genomic sequences intervening in the transgenic sequences, which are
characterized by the presence of sites for restriction enzymes that
do not cut within the plasmid. The presence of sites in DNA
‘‘linking’’ the transgenes for enzymes that either have a unique or
no site in the plasmid indicates a high probability of the linker
being plant genomic DNA rather than being created as a result
of deletion or filling in activities of the repair enzymes (52),
particularly if such sites occur more than once in the same line as
is the case for the SacI sites between points 1–2, 3–4, and 11–12
in K496-4 (Fig. 5A). With our approach of characterizing intervening sequences through long PCR and sequencing, we found
that at least in one line, a stretch of 136 bp did not belong to the
transforming plasmid.
Plants resulting from Agrobacterium-mediated transformation
contain transgenes organized either in one or multiple independently segregating transgenic loci. Reports suggesting multiple
transgenic loci for plants generated through bombardment frequently rely on segregation analysis at the phenotype level (33).
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This is most likely misleading as transgenic plants may contain
transgenes in a silenced state (53–55). Register et al. (26) found
that 48 of the 55 multicopy clones had all transgenes at a single
locus. However, they used one ‘‘noncutter.’’ By using five noncutters we found that all copies of the transgenes in any line were
physically linked at a single locus, though in some cases plant
genomic DNA was interspersed with the transgenes. A detailed
molecular analysis is therefore important to assess the usefulness
of the transgenics. This notion is supported by our observations
that (i) a large proportion of multicopy lines (up to 6 copies) we
recovered expressed the transgenes at high levels over a number
of generations. (ii) Specific transgenes in a given locus were
subject to silencing, although others expressed at high levels, e.g.,
in plant line K496-4 the gusA is silenced but bar and hpt are not.
This implies that copy number and site of integration may not
have a profound influence on transgene silencing in isolation of
transgene configuration and integrity (56). Additionally, the
correct copy number of integrated transgenes could be obtained
only after a detailed molecular analysis.
Arabidopsis mutants deficient in stable T-DNA integration lack
DNA damage repair enzymes (22, 57). The presence of vir gene
products was not sufficient to bring about stable transformation.
Reports on integration of non-T-DNA sequences (6, 56, 58)
dispel the notion of ‘‘clean’’ T-DNA integration through VIRD2.
In contrast, transformation through bombardment offers the
advantage of recovering transgenic plants following delivery of
minimal gene cassettes (lacking vector sequences) into the cell
(L. T. Duc, D. Suahakar, A.K., M.L., P.V., D.A.L., and P.C.,
unpublished data).
Correlation between delivery of double-stranded DNA-coated
metal particles to nucleus and stable transformation events
through bombardment (38, 59) obviate nuclear trafficking of
DNA as a single-stranded moiety (60, 61) subsequently converted
to double-stranded form before integration into the genome (41).
Efficiency of transformation with Agrobacterium reported for
rice, maize, and barley (4–6) is comparable with that obtained
with bombardment. The frequency of low copy inserts in our
study was comparable with Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. We get comparable transformation efficiencies for tobacco
through either method.
Ecological risks of biological vectors persisting in transgenic
plants are nil for direct DNA transfer but high for Agrobacteriummediated transfer (62, 63).
We suggest that bombardment-mediated transformation has
unique advantages in mechanical delivery of double-stranded
minimal gene cassette at high efficiency, generating ecologically
safe transgenic material with a single transgenic locus. This
renders breeding programs simpler with no need to eliminate
populations having segregating transgenes. Genetic analysis,
mapping of transgenes, and map-based selection programs are
also simpler. Finally, our data suggest that through a two-phase
ligation mechanism for integration of exogenous DNA, even in
the absence of vir gene products, integration patterns for bombardment-mediated transformation are analogous to those obtained through Agrobacterium-mediated methods.
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